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lever n is loosel mounted on the shaft n° of
To all whom it may concern:

the gear-wheel g of the said gear-wheels
shown and is adapted for oscillation on said
shaft in. In order to limit the movement of
the stop-pawl 0, the latter works in conjunc
tion
withone
a small
plate
g, secured
late.g.,
end of
which
plate qtois the
bentback
ob
iquely upward, so that the stop-pawl enters
like a wedge into the tapered space beneath
said plate, and the latter acting like a stop
deadens all shocks and also stops further os
cillation of the lever n. The easy manipula
other publications the German Patent No. tion
of the keys and working of the adding
65,597 describes a machine of this kind. It mechanism
obtained by employing the con
is, however, important for all these machines trol-slide a, isarranged
to bear at one end upon
to work silently, be6ause any noise would a rollerb and the shifting
is obtained
disturb the operator and others working in by keys ac, of which therewhereof
are
nine
in number
the same room; but up to the present it has and which bear in their descending
been impossible to avoid this inconvenience, upon the inclined surfaces or edges c motion
of the 75
because of the stop-pawls operating the sets teeth c, and thus move the slide more or
less
of wheels, which when pressed against the to one side. The inclined edges or surfaces
teeth by means of springs WE",
a rattle c of the teeth have successively-increasing
upon the return motion. en the return inclinations, beginning with the key No. 1 at
motion
is limited
a stop, a violent
shock one extremity of the device and ending with
takes place
at eachbyoperation,
accompanied
E. No. 9 at the other, extremity, so that
by a noise which has a tendency to cause the the
ey 1 is depressed it acts to move the .
when
premature deterioration and putting out of slide a the
distance, so as to cause
order of the entire mechanism. The control the lever nminimum
to
be
oscillated
just enough to
of the addin mechanism is also in many cause the gear-wheelg to move
a distance of
cases arranged in such a manner that a rela one tooth only, so that when the
key is re
tively
heavy
pressure
is
required
to
move
the
3o keys, thereby easily constituting a reason leased the slide will be moved reversely, thus
the lever n to oscillate reversely, and
for the operator pressing much too heavily causing
the
pawl
o, which has previously dropped
upon the keys.
:
into
the
space
between two of the teeth, will
. In the annexed drawings, given by way of cause the gear-wheel
to be turned a distance.
Figure 1 shows a cross-section of one tooth, and therefore
this. movement
35 example,
throu
h
the
keys
and
control-slide
a.
Fig.
2
of
the
gear-wheel
g
will
be
transmitted to
is a plan view of the complete mechanism.

Beit known
that I, Jose
PHPAiLWEBER,
subject
of the German
Emperor,
and a resia
dent of Mannheim, Germany, have invented
Improvements in Adding-Machines, of which
the following is a specification. . . . .
This inyention relates to an improved add
ing-machine.
Adding - machines in which the figure
Io wheels are actuated by means of keys, levers,
and stop pawls are well known. Among

suitible indicating dial or disk. (Not 95
Fig. 3 shows afront view of the apparatus ashown.)
When key2 is depressed, it will
with the control-slide a. Fig. 4 shows in side

the slide just twice the distance that
view how the stop-pawl o engages against move
key
1
did
cause lever in to oscillate suffi
the small plate q and in the toothed wheel ciently to and
cause
the wheel g to be moved a
g. Fig. 5 shows the same part upon a larger distance of two teeth
the pawlo when the IOC
scale. Fig.6 is a perspective view of the de key 2 is released, andby
so
on. A spring dhas
vice, partly broken away. noiseless work a constant tendency to move
the slide in a di
he noiselessor practicall
rection the reverse of that in which it is
45.
ing of the pawls, as well as of the keys, (num moved when a key is depressed and to meve
bered
"1 bytogiving
'9' inclusive,)
is obtained
in myis the keys upward again when released by the
machine
to the stop-pawlo,
which
A linke establishes the connection
held loosely at one end upon the lever n by finger.
between the stop-pawl and the slide by being,
of two studs i, sufficient E. so that connected at one end with the arm n' of lever
so means
by itstoown
weight its opposite end has a tend in and at the other end with the slide.
enc fall into the space between the teeth To facilitate the upward movement of each O
of
the wheel
g when the device
isseen
lyinginhori
zontally,
or
substantially
so,
as
Fig. of the keys, each key at one endis bent around
, . .of the pawl over the teeth is a supporting-shafta, and the bent end bears
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is asuchTeshifting
that hardly any noise is produced. The
i.

upon one end of a flat spring f", which at the

s
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other end is secured to a barf. Thus when
a key is depressed by the finger the springf
will betheflexed,
andofwhen
the key
released
from
pressure
the finger
theistension
of
the spring f causes the key to rise, this ac-

other end with the teeth of said gear-wheel, a
slide having teeth each provided with an in

inclinedsaidedges
teeth andashift
the slide. . .
when
keysofarethedepressed,
link connect-

clined surface of the slide a to bear against
the edge of the key.
What I claim isAn adding-machine comprising a set of
toothedtherefor
intermeshing,
wheels
and operating
means
a leveroscillatably
mounted
on thecomprising
shaft of one
of the toothed
wheels, a pawl loosely connected at one end

a plate q bent as described and with which
the pawl is adapted to engage in the manner
and for the purpose specified. . .
25
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
my hand in presence
of two Witnesses,
Witnesses: JOSEPH PALLWEBER.
H. W. HARRIs,

clined edge, keys arranged to bear upon the

tion of theof spring
beingii,supplemented
by the
led at and
one atendthewith
an end
art with
of thetheoscillatable
tension
E. Spring
which causes the
in-lever
other
slide, and

O

with the lever and adapted to engage at the

JosepH. H.LEUTE.

